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Dynamic light scattering measurements of azimuthal and zenithal anchoring
of nematic liquid crystals
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Dynamic light scattering is used to obtain the anchoring energy coefficients of nematic liquid crystal
(4-n-pentyl-48-cyanobiphenyl) on rubbed nylon and photoactive poly-~vinyl-cinnamate!. The anchoring coef-
ficients are determined by measuring the relaxation time of the fundamental director fluctuation mode in a
homogeneously aligned wedge cell as a function of cell thickness. The method is nonperturbative as no
external torque is applied to the liquid crystal during the measurement. We show that by using two different
scattering geometries, both azimuthal and zenithal anchoring energy coefficients can be measured on the same
sample. The obtained zenithal anchoring coefficient is found to be, in contrast to previously reported results,
approximately only two times larger than the azimuthal one. The effect of higher order fluctuation modes on
the detected autocorrelation function is in good agreement with numerical calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Uniform and stable liquid crystal~LC! surface alignment
is the basis for many applications of liquid crystals in indu
try. The alignment is achieved by depositing liquid crystal
a properly treated anisotropic alignment substrate that ori
LC in a preferred direction~easy axis!. The standard way o
obtaining the required anisotropy of the substrate is mech
cal rubbing of a polymer, usually polyimide or Nylon@1–3#.
Such alignment is very stable and strong surface ancho
of liquid crystals is observed. The mechanism of the alig
ment, i.e., how the rubbing alters the surface and results
uniformly oriented liquid crystal, is still not fully understoo
although many experiments including atomic force micr
copy @4,5#, x-ray spectroscopy@6,7#, optical second-
harmonic generation@8#, and sum-frequency vibrationa
spectroscopy@9# were performed. The most probable see
the idea that the alignment is a consequence of the orie
state of the polymer chains@10#. Another method of liquid
crystal alignment is oblique evaporation of silicon oxide
glass plates@11#. The method is interesting as the induc
alignment can be either planar, homeotropic, or tilted,
pending on the angle between the evaporation beam and
glass plate.

About a decade ago, Gibbonset al. @12# proposed a new
alignment technique using photoactive substances that
dergo selective isomerization or dimerization when illum
nated by polarized light. This optical method of alignment
noncontact and, therefore, many drawbacks of buffing, s
as the always present possibility of generating dust or e
trostatic charge on the alignment layer, are avoided@13#.
Also patterns and pixels with variations in the orientation
the director are easier to obtain by illumination than by ru
bing. The anchoring on photoactive layers is much wea
than in the case of rubbed polymers and temporal insta
ties in the alignment were observed@14,15#. Recently, a va-
riety of other alignment techniques have emerged. Liq
crystals can be aligned on Langmuir-Blodgett films@16#, on
1063-651X/2002/65~4!/041712~7!/$20.00 65 0417
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photopolymeric liquid crystals@17#, or on self-assembled
monolayers@18#. Ruetschiet al. @19# proposed liquid crystal
alignment on surfaces treated with the tip of the atomic fo
microscope. The latest developments in the liquid crys
alignment include alignment with atomic beams@20#.

A parameter that quantitatively describes the orientati
dependent anisotropic interactions between the liquid cry
molecules and the aligning substrate is the anchoring en
coefficient @21–23#. It is introduced as the torque per un
area, needed to turn the director away from the easy a
divided by the angle of rotation. It is assumed that the dev
tions from the easy axis are small. Two different paramet
are usually introduced: the azimuthal~in-plane! anchoring
energy coefficientWw , corresponding to deviations from th
easy axis in the LC-substrate plane, and zenithal~out-of-
plane! anchoring coefficientWq , corresponding to devia
tions perpendicular to the substrate plane. The standard m
surements of the anchoring energy coefficients observe
response of the LC sample to an applied external torque.
external field is either mechanical@24–26#, electric@27–30#,
or magnetic@31–33#. The external field, however, induces
change in the configuration of the director in the sample a
the director at the surface deviates from the easy axis.
measured anchoring strength can, therefore, depend on
thickness of the deformed layer as stated by Je´rôme @23#.
Moreover, it has been shown@34# that strong applied fields
can result in melting of the liquid crystal rather than in
strong elastic deformation dictated by the external fiel
Consequently, the anchoring energy coefficients measure
applying external torque can depend on the imposed de
mation and on the field strength. The reported values of
azimuthal and zenithal anchoring coefficients show that
nithal anchoring is usually stronger than azimuthal and t
there is one or even two orders of magnitude difference
the numerical values of these coefficients@23#. However, the
two coefficients have never been obtained on a sin
sample, they were determined using different samples
different experimental methods.

We propose an alternative method for measuring the
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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choring energy coefficients by using dynamic light scatter
@35–37# where no external torques act on the liquid cryst
The method is based on the observation of thermally exc
orientational fluctuations in a thin undistorted sample.
bulk, the spectrum of fluctuations is continuous, with t
relaxation rate at a given wave vector determined by the r
of the corresponding elastic constant to viscosity. In a t
slab the components of the wave vector perpendicular to
slab are discrete. The relaxation rates of the modes, e
cially the lowest order ones, depend also on the bound
conditions, i.e., surface anchoring. As will be shown belo
measurements of the lowest order relaxation rate as a f
tion of the LC cell thickness enable us to determine also
anchoring strength. This approach was first used by Wi
brood et al. @38# who measured the fluctuation relaxatio
times in a liquid crystal between a flat surface and a gl
lens. The authors determined the azimuthal anchoring en
coefficient in the case of weak anchoring and roughly e
mated the zenithal anchoring strength in a hybrid sam
Using the same principle on a wedge cell@15,39#, we studied
the azimuthal anchoring coefficient on photoalignment l
ers.

In this paper we extend the dynamic light scatteri
method to measure both azimuthal and zenithal ancho
energy coefficients using the same nematic liquid cry
cell. The measurements were performed on different s
strates in order to investigate different anchoring regim
using rubbed nylon for strong anchoring and illuminat
poly-~vinyl-cinnamate! PVCi for weak anchoring. The two
anchoring regimes yield different dependencies of the re
ation time of the fundamental fluctuation mode on sam
thickness, i.e., linear dependence for weak, and quad
dependence for strong anchoring. The influence of the hig
relaxation modes is also discussed. Both azimuthal and
nithal anchoring coefficients are determined on the sa
sample and it is found that the zenithal anchoring is stron
than the azimuthal, however, in contrast to previously
ported results, only by a factor of 2.

II. ORIENTATIONAL FLUCTUATIONS
IN THIN NEMATIC CELLS

Director fluctuations in a bulk nematic liquid crystal ca
be described by overdamped sinusoidal waves. In an un
ited sample two types of eigenmodes are present@36,40#: the
first one being a combination of splay and bend elastic
formations~mode 1!, and the second a combination of twi
and bend deformations~mode 2!. The relaxation timet i(q)
( i 51,2) of these eigenmodes is@40#

1

t i~q!
5

Kiq'
2 1K3qi

2

h
, ~1!

whereKi is splay (K1) or twist (K2) Frank elastic constan
and K3 is the bend elastic constant. The vector compon
q' is the fluctuation wave vector component perpendicu
to the directorn0, qi is the component parallel ton0, andh
is the effective rotational viscosity. In general, the direc
fluctuationsdn that represent small deviations of the direc
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from its equilibrium orientationn0 are given by the diffusion
equation@40,41#, for simplicity written in the one-constan
approximation

K¹2dn5h
]

]t
dn. ~2!

Let us now consider a thin planar sample of thicknessd,
which is confined in thez direction. The fluctuation dynam
ics is then determined by the boundary conditions@41#

Wdn6K
]

]z
dnU

z50,d

50. ~3!

The solutions of Eq.~2! with the boundary conditions, given
by Eq.~3!, are the fluctuation eigenmodes in confined plan
samples, which are overdamped standing waves in thez di-
rection and undistorted waves in the directions parallel to
plates@41,42#. If the fluctuations withqi50 are observed,
the modes become pure splay and pure twist modes.
allowed fluctuation wave numbersqz in the direction perpen-
dicular to the glass plates, and to the director, are in t
samples discrete and for the even modes their values
given by the secular equation@41#

qz tanS qz

d

2D5
W

K
. ~4!

If the twist fluctuation mode, related to the fluctuations p
allel to the LC-substrate interface, is observed, the co
sponding elastic constant is the twist Frank elastic cons
K2 and the anchoring energy coefficient in Eq.~4! is Ww .
The secular equation@Eq. ~4!# is valid also for the fluctuation
wave vectors of the pure splay mode, wheredniq. In this
case, the corresponding constant isK1 and the anchoring
coefficient isWq .

Often the term extrapolation length@40# is introduced as
the ratio of the elastic constant to the anchoring streng
lw5K2 /Ww for azimuthal andlq5K1 /Wq for zenithal an-
choring. The extrapolation lengths indicate whether the
choring in a sample is regarded as strong, whenl is smaller
or comparable to the sample thicknessd, or weak, whenl is
much larger thand.

In the case of infinitely strong anchoring (W→`), the
secular equation@Eq. ~4!# can be exactly solved and the e
genvalues for thenth mode are given by

qzn5
~2n11!p

d
, n50,1,2,3, . . . . ~5!

Taking into account Eq.~1!, the fluctuation relaxation time o
the fundamental mode (n50) for infinitely strong anchoring
depends only on the sample thickness and viscoelastic
stants of the liquid crystal,

t05
h

K

d2

p2 . ~6!
2-2
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DYNAMIC LIGHT SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 041712
If the anchoring is strong but finite, the extrapolation leng
l is much smaller than the sample thickness. In this case
~4! cannot be solved exactly and only an approximate va
of the fundamental fluctuation wave vector can be obtai
analytically. The first order correction to Eq.~5! gives for the
wave vector of the fundamental mode

qz0.
p

d12l
. ~7!

The expression for the relaxation time of the fundamen
mode @Eq. ~6!# is changed accordingly and an addition
term, which is proportional to the sample thickness and
pends also on the extrapolation lengthl, appears

t05
h

K

d2

p2 S 11
4l

d D for l!d. ~8!

The presence of the second term allows us to obtain
anchoring energy strength from these measurements.

In the other case, when anchoring is weak andl@d, Eq.
~1! and a series expansion of the secular equation yield
the relaxation time of the fundamental mode

t05
h

2W
dS 11

d

6l D , for l@d. ~9!

For small sample thicknesses the second term in the brac
is small compared to the first one and can, therefore,
neglected, leaving a linear dependence oft on the sample
thickness. This is in contrast to strong anchoring, where
dependence is quadratic in the leading term. The prefacto
Eq. ~9! is inversely proportional to the anchoring energy c
efficient and by measuringt0 as a function of sample thick
ness,W can be obtained. In the intermediate regime wh
none of the upper expansions@Eqs.~8! and~9!# is valid, the
whole secular equation@Eq. ~4!# has to be taken into accoun

When performing the dynamic light scattering expe
ment, the autocorrelation function of the scattered light
detected. The fundamental mode gives the dominant co
bution to the scattered light at small scattering vectors an
very thin samples@43#. For larger scattering angles an
thicker samples, however, the contribution of higher fluct
tion modes is significant and should not be neglected.
relaxation timestm(d) of the symmetric modes, which ar
the only ones contributing to the light scattering spectrum
obtained from different branches of the secular equation@Eq.
~4!#. The relative intensityI m of the light scattered by the
mth fluctuation mode is@43#

I m}S sinS qzm2qs

2
dD

S qzm2qs

2
dD D 2

d2

qzm
2

, ~10!

whereqzm is thez component of themth mode wave vector
andqs is the magnitude of the scattering vector, assumed
be parallel to thez axis.
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In order to study the influence of higher fluctuation mod
on the average relaxation time observed in light scatter
experiment, we simulate the measured autocorrelation fu
tion. As the modes are statistically independent, the obse
g(2) is the sum over all modes, weighted byI m . The result-
ing autocorrelation function is well described by th
stretched exponential decay@44#

g(2)~ t !5A1Be2(t/t)s
, ~11!

with two relevant fitting parameters: an effective relaxati
time t, and stretching exponents. For thin samples and sma
scattering angles, when only one mode is observed,s51 and
t5t0. Each deviation from this value ofs indicates either
nonnegligible contributions of other fluctuation modes, o
disoriented sample@45#. The value ofs can, therefore, be
considered also a figure of merit for the quality and reliab
ity of each measurement.

The calculated effective relaxation time associated w
g(2) with several contributing modes is plotted as a functi
of sample thickness in Fig. 1~solid line!, whereas the dashe
line represents the relaxation time of the fundamental mo
The extrapolation length used in the calculation waslw

5200 nm and the scattering vector wasq51.5 mm21. As
one can observe, the deviation in the effective relaxat
time from the relaxation time of the fundamental mode b
comes apparent for sample thicknesses larger thand
;2 mm. In thicker parts of the sample higher modes p
vail, t reaches a maximum value atd'4 mm, and then
decreases with increasing thickness. This is because the
contribution to the relaxation time comes from higher flu
tuation modes with the wave vector that matches most
scattering wave vector. As these modes have larger re
ation rates than the fundamental mode, the relaxation tim
decreased. The stretching exponents was also obtained from
the numerical calculations and is shown in Fig. 1 as a do
line. In the thin region where the fundamental mode preva
s equals 1. In thicker samples, where higher modes appes
is reduced, whereas in the region where the contribution

FIG. 1. Numerically calculated relaxation timet as a function
of sample thicknessd plotted as a solid line. The extrapolatio
length islw5200 nm, the scattering vector isq51.5mm21 and the
first three modes are taken into account. The dashed line repre
the relaxation time of the fundamental mode only. The dotted lin
the numerically obtained stretching exponents as a function of
sample thicknessd.
2-3
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MOJCA VILFAN, ALENKA MERTELJ, AND MARTIN ČOPIČ PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 041712
the first mode becomes negligible,s increases again as th
light scattered by the next fluctuation mode is dominant.

III. DYNAMIC LIGHT SCATTERING EXPERIMENT

The dynamic light scattering~DLS! experiment was per
formed with a standard photon correlation setup with
He-Ne laser operating at 632.8 nm. The normalized inten
autocorrelation function@35#

g(2)~ t !5
^I ~ t8!I ~ t81t !&

^I ~ t8!&2
, ~12!

with I being the intensity of the detected light, was measu
using the ALV-5000 correlator. The selection of scatteri
geometry and the polarizations of the incoming and outgo
beams allowed us to observe one specific fluctuation m
and to determine the corresponding anchoring energy co
cient. In both cases~azimuthal and zenithal anchoring! the
scattering angles were fairly small~up to a few degrees! so
that the scattering length was large compared to the sam
thickness and that as few modes as possible were obse
preferably only the fundamental mode.

A. Preparation of the samples

The liquid crystal used in our experiment wa
4-n-pentyl-48-cyanobiphenyl ~5CB! from Sigma-Aldrich
and used as received without further purification. The ali
ing substrates were rubbed nylon and photoactive p
~vinyl-cinnamate! ~PVCi! @46,47# coatings. In order to
achieve different anchoring regimes, nylon was rubbed th
times for the measurements of moderately strong ancho
~sampleA), four times for very strong anchoring~sampleB),
whereas to achieve weak anchoring, the PVCi was u
~sampleC). This sample was prepared with the glass pla
dipped into the solution of PVCi in chloroform, dried, an
illuminated with linearly polarized UV light in order to in
duce anisotropy in the alignment substrate. The procedur
preparation of this sample is in detail described elsewh
@15#. Glass plates with treated surfaces were then use
prepare wedge cells by inserting spacers between the g
plates only on one side. To achieve very small sample th
ness in the thin part of the cell, the glass plates had to
clearly cut and firmly pressed together. The thickness
wedge cells was accurately determined by interferome
method using a spectrophotometer and the obtained th
ness was varying from 200 nm to 6mm. Easy axes on both
plates in the cell were parallel, giving a homogeneous liq
crystal alignment. The cells were filled with liquid crystal
the nematic phase with the flow direction parallel to the s
strate easy axes. During the measurements the temper
was kept constant at 32 °C, i.e., 3.5 K below the nema
isotropic transition temperatureTNI535.5 °C.

B. Azimuthal anchoring energy measurement

In order to determine the azimuthal anchoring energy
efficient the twist fluctuations in a nematic slab had to
observed. This was achieved by the DLS setup shown in
04171
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2~a!: the polarization of the incoming lightiW was perpendicu-
lar to the scattering plane and the outgoing beam polariza
fW lay in the plane. The orientation of the nematic directorn0
was parallel to the incoming polarization and to the direct
of the sample thickness gradient. The scattering angleu was
constant during the experiment and was chosen betw
2° –3°, which minimized the contribution of bend fluctu
tions and, therefore, an almost pure twist mode was
served. The chosen setup enabled us to measure the r
ation time of the fundamental twist mode as a function
sample thickness by simply moving the sample in the dir
tion perpendicular to the scattering plane.

An example of measured autocorrelation curve fro
which the relaxation timet at a given thicknessd was de-
rived is shown in Fig. 3, where circles represent the m
sured data. The data can be well fitted with stretched ex
nential decay function@Eq. ~11!#, shown as a solid line. The
coefficientB in Eq. ~11! is determined by the intensity of th
dynamically scattered light. In our caseB!1, which means
that the measurement was performed in a strong heterod
regime and that the characteristic decay timet indeed equals
the fluctuation relaxation time@35#.

C. Zenithal anchoring energy coefficient

The zenithal anchoring coefficient was measured by
serving the splay fluctuations in the planar nematic sam

FIG. 2. Experimental setup for the measurements of the anc

ing energy coefficients.~a! The polarization of the incoming beamiW

is parallel to the directorn0 but perpendicular to the scattering plan

and the polarization of the outgoing beamfW . This setup enables u
to measure the azimuthal anchoring coefficient.~b! Zenithal anchor-
ing is measured when both polarizations and director lie in
scattering plane. Scattering angle in both cases is fairly small~up to
a few degrees!.

FIG. 3. Measured autocorrelation function of dynamically sc
tered light on nematic 5CB. The circles represent the measu
data, the solid line is stretched exponential fit to the data with
parameters: A51.00060.001, B50.049660.0005, t r5(7.86
60.05) ms, ands50.8460.03.
2-4
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which was only possible with the arrangement shown in F
2~b!. Polarizations of the incoming and outgoing beams
in the scattering plane and so did the director. As both po
izations were parallel, the main contribution to the detec
beam was the statically scattered light by the glass plates
only a small fraction of the detected light was dynamica
scattered by fluctuations in the liquid crystal. The fitted c
efficientB @Eq. ~11!# is thus very small, of the order of 1024,
which is approximately 100 times smaller than in the m
surements of azimuthal anchoring. The autocorrelation fu
tion, therefore, had to be measured for a considerably lon
time in order to obtain sufficient signal.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measurements were performed on cells with th
different substrates in order to study the fluctuation dynam
and to determine the anchoring energy coefficients in th
different anchoring regimes. Using the moderately rubb
nylon ~sampleA), the autocorrelation functions of the sca
tered light were measured in a wide range of sample th
nesses, extending from;300 nm to;6.5 mm. The decay
of the autocorrelation functions was analyzed in terms of
stretched exponential function@Eq. ~11!# and two parameters
were obtained as a function of the sample thickness: the
fective relaxation timet and the stretching exponents, as
shown in Fig. 4. In the thinner part of the sample, up
;3 mm, the parabolic dependence of the relaxation timt
on the sample thickness is observed, implying that a p
fundamental mode was detected and that the surface an
ing was fairly strong. Fitting the parabolic expansion@Eq.
~8!# to the experimental data in this region yieldslw5(200

FIG. 4. Measured fluctuation relaxation timet ~a! and stretching
exponents ~b! as a function of sample thicknessd for sampleA.
The crosses are the measured data, the solid line is the parabo
to the data at small sample thicknesses. Deviation becomes sig
cant for thicknesses larger than'3 mm.
04171
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610) nm and the corresponding anchoring energy coe
cient is Ww5(1.460.2)31025 J/m2. The other paramete
obtained from this fit is the ratio of the Frank elastic const
to the effective rotational viscosity. At 32 °C, the fitted valu
K2 /h5(6.460.4)310211 m2/s is in excellent agreemen
with the data for 5CB found in the literature@48–51#. Also,
consistency of this fitting parameter implies the reliability
the obtained extrapolation length.

For thicknesses above'3 mm the relaxation time cease
to increase, reaches a maximum at;4 mm and then slowly
decreases with increasing thickness towards the bulk va
This indicates that the contributions of higher fluctuati
modes are not negligible in this range, which is consist
with the calculated dependence oft(d) ~Fig. 1!. Apart from
the relaxation times, also the stretching exponents was ob-
tained from this experiment and the results are shown in F
4~b!. Its behavior is in good agreement with the predictio
of the numerical calculations~Fig. 1!: for small thicknesses
s equals 1, meaning that pure fundamental twist mode w
indeed observed, and then decreases to the lowest valu
0.75. This minimum is achieved at the same thickness wh
t reaches its maximum value. Above;4 mm s again in-
creases. This is because the next higher mode prevails
the contribution of the first mode becomes less important
conclusion, we may say that the azimuthal anchoring ene
coefficient can only be determined by observing the dyna
light scattering at small sample thicknesses, where the p
fundamental mode is detected. This means that the meas
ments should be performed at thicknesses below;2 mm,
depending on the anchoring strength, the viscoelastic c
stants of the liquid crystal, and on the scattering leng
which was in our case'4 mm.

In order to measure the zenithal anchoring energy coe
cient using the same sample, the fundamental splay fluc
tion mode has to be observed. The measured dependen
the relaxation timet is plotted as a function ofd in Fig. 5.
The dependence of the splay mode relaxation time on
sample thickness is parabolic, indicating strong anchor
regime. Using the same procedure as in the case of st
azimuthal anchoring, zenithal extrapolation lengthlq

5(150640) nm is obtained from the fit independently
the viscoelastic constants. This value corresponds to the

fit
ifi-

FIG. 5. Relaxation timet of the splay fluctuations as a functio
of sample thickness for 5CB on moderately rubbed nylon~sample
A). The zenithal extrapolation length is determined from the pa
bolic fit and the obtained value islq5(150640) nm.
2-5
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choring energy coefficientWq5(2.961.0)31025 J/m2.
The second fitting parameter yields the ratioK1 /h5(8.9
62.5)310211 m2/s, which is slightly less, but consisten
with the data found in the literature@48–51#.

A comparison between the two obtained anchoring ene
coefficients, Ww5(1.460.2)31025 J/m2 and Wq5(2.9
61.0)31025 J/m2, can now be made. We find that the z
nithal anchoring is stronger than the azimuthal, but only b
factor of 2. This is in contrast to what was reported ear
@23#, where one or even two orders of magnitude differen
between the coefficients was observed. However, as the
namic light scattering method enables us to determine b
coefficients on the same sample using the same method
believe that the present comparison between the two anc
ing coefficients is more reliable.

The measurements of the anchoring energy coefficient
sampleB, where a very strong anchoring was expected
cause of additional rubbing of the aligning layer, were p
formed for thickness ranging from 0.2 to 2mm. In this re-
gion, only the fundamental mode was observed (s51) and
the obtained relaxation time is plotted as a function
sample thickness in Fig. 6, where the circles represent
measurements and the solid line the best fit of Eq.~8! to the
experimental data. The obtained azimuthal extrapola
length for strongly rubbed nylon is four times smaller than
the previous case, i.e.,lw5(50610) nm. This value corre-
sponds to the anchoring energy coefficient ofWw5(5.6
61.2)31025 J/m2. The other parameter obtained from th
fit is the ratio of the viscoelastic constants that depends o
on the LC properties and should be the same as when m
suring the anchoring coefficient on moderately rubb
sample. At 32 °C, the fitted valueK2 /h5(6.8460.3)
310211 m2/s is in excellent agreement with the previous
obtained value. The dashed line in Fig. 6 is obtained
fitting the whole secular equation@Eq. ~4!# to the measured
data. Also in this case,lw can be derived directly withou
knowing the viscoelastic constants of the liquid crystal. T
obtained valuelw5(5068) nm matches exactly the on
obtained from the parabolic fit, confirming that for stron
anchoring the parabolic expansion yields reliable and ac
rate values of the anchoring energy coefficient.

FIG. 6. Measured fluctuation relaxation time as a function
sample thickness for strong azimuthal anchoring~sample B).
Circles represent the measured data, solid line the parabolic fit,
the dashed line the fit of the whole secular equation. The obta
extrapolation length islw5(5068) nm.
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The zenithal anchoring energy coefficient was also de
mined on the strongly rubbed nylon sample~sampleB).
However, due to the fact that for a reliable analysis,
extrapolation length should not be much smaller than
thickness of the thinnest part of the cell, the extrapolat
length in this case could not be accurately determined.
obtained valueslq5(37630) nm and Wq5(1.260.9)
31024 J/m2 are thus merely estimates.

The third set of measurements was performed in a sam
where weak anchoring was expected. Using the photoalig
sample~sampleC), the obtained fluctuation relaxation tim
as a function of sample thickness is shown in Fig. 7. T
squares represent the relaxation times of the twist fluctua
mode, from which the azimuthal anchoring strength was
termined, and the circles represent the splay relaxation ti
used to determine the zenithal anchoring energy coeffici
In both cases the dependence is linear; according to Eq~9!
this means that the anchoring of liquid crystal on the pho
alignment layer is weak. The anchoring coefficients are th
obtained by fitting Eq.~9! to the experimental data. The az
muthal anchoring energy coefficient is found to beWw

5(5.360.3)31026 J/m2 and the zenithal Wq5(9.1
60.85)31026 J/m2. We, therefore, observe that also in th
case of weak anchoring induced on photosensitive alignm
layer, the two anchoring energy coefficients differ less th
by a factor of 2. It should be noted that linear dependence
the relaxation time on the sample thickness extends upd
;3 mm, indicating that the contributions of the higher flu
tuation modes are negligible.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown that the dynamic light sc
tering experiment is suitable for measurements of not o
azimuthal but also of zenithal anchoring energy coeffici
using the same planar nematic liquid crystal sample. In c
trast to previously used methods, where external torq
were applied to the liquid crystal during the measureme
the present method is based on the observation of intri
thermal fluctuations and does not affect the uniform confi
ration. Using a wedge cell, we confirmed experimentally t
the relaxation time of the fundamental fluctuation mode

f

nd
d

FIG. 7. Relaxation times of the twist~squares! and splay
~circles! fluctuation modes as a function of sample thickness
5CB on photoactive PVCi~sampleC). The linear fit yieldsWw

5(5.360.3)31026 J/m2 andWq5(9.160.85)31026 J/m2.
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pends linearly on the sample thickness in the case of w
anchoring and parabolically in the case of strong anchor
We found that the linear and quadratic expansions for
relaxation time are valid only to a certain thickness, beyo
which the fundamental mode is overcome by higher fluct
tion modes and the measured relaxation time changes d
tically. Therefore the measurement of the anchoring ene
coefficient of 5CB on different substrates should be p
, J

tlin

dt

pl

J.

l.,
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formed at sample thicknesses below;3 mm. The azimuthal
anchoring coefficient depends strongly on the sample pre
ration and on the treatment of the alignment layers. In
experiment the zenithal anchoring energy coefficient w
measured on the same sample and under the same ex
conditions as the azimuthal coefficient. Using differen
rubbed nylon and photoactive PVCi, we found that the ra
of the two anchoring energy coefficients isWq /Ww.2 for
all anchoring regimes and substrates used in our experim
r,
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